So nat'ralists observe, a flea Has smaller fleas that on him prey; And these have smaller fleas to bite ' em. And so proceeds ad infinitum.
T hese words, written by the satirist Jonathan Swift in On Poetry: A Rapsody 1 , describe a real biological phenomenon whereby a parasite is itself subject to parasitic attack 2 . The interactions that occur when a parasite is preyed on are poorly understood -yet anything that limits the success of the primary parasite might affect the outcome of infection. On page 288, Fischer and Hackl 3 provide insight into the relationship between a host cell, a virus and a parasitic virus that preys on the virus.
Single-celled organisms called protists can be infected by giant viruses of the family Mimiviridae 4 . Giant viruses reproduce in a membrane-bound structure known as the virus factory, which they establish in the cytoplasm of their protist host. Giant viruses are themselves preyed on by parasitic viruses called virophages 5 , from the family Lavidaviridae 6 . Virophages also reproduce in the virus factory, and substantially reduce the reproduction rate of the giant viruses 5 .
Fischer and Hackl investigated the infection of the marine protist Cafeteria roenbergensis with the C. roenbergensis giant virus CroV and its associated virophage, mavirus. Mavirus can enter the host cell independently of CroV uptake 7 . The authors co-infected a cell population with CroV and mavirus, and found that the mavirus genome was inserted into the protist genome in approximately one-third of the cells, providing the first direct evidence of virophage DNA integration into the genome of a cellular host. The C. roenbergensis strain analysed carried 11 copies of the mavirus genome, integrated at different chromo somal locations. Mavirus and other virophages encode enzymes known as integrases that enable DNA insertion into a host genome 7, 8 . Does virophage DNA that has been integrated into the protist genome have any function in the host cell? Fischer and Hackl observed that when protist cells containing integrated mavirus genome were infected with CroV, the mavirus genes were expressed and mavirus replicated to form new viral particles, resulting in reactivation of mavirus in the cell. The authors propose that a CroV-encoded transcription factor is responsible for mavirus reactivation, consistent with a previous observation 7 that CroV and mavirus have similar promoter sequences that drive gene expression.
Fischer and Hackl found that the reactivation of mavirus that followed CroV infection did not prevent the replication of CroV, and host cells infected with CroV still died, releasing virus particles of both CroV and mavirus into the environment. Presumably, reactivation of the integrated mavirus occurs late in the reproductive cycle of CroV and therefore cannot block CroV reproduction. However, the released mavirus decreased CroV reproduction in a subsequent round of infection, thereby preventing the spread of CroV in the protist population. Although a cell infected by CroV seems to be doomed, irrespective of the presence of mavirus, the death of this cell can protect related neighbouring cells from destruction by the giant virus ( Fig. 1) .
What kills host cells co-infected with CroV and mavirus is unknown. Is it CroV, despite its reproduction being limited by the presence of mavirus in the virus factory, or is it mavirus itself? Reactivation of mavirus in response to CroV infection seems to represent a case of an altruistic defence mechanism of the host, in which a cell dies, releasing mavirus that can then protect the neighbouring population of related cells. The existence and role of altruistic defence mechanisms in such a context remain controversial, given the continued debate about the importance of kin selection in evolution, especially in unicellular organisms 9 . Nevertheless, potential examples in this category are increasing, and include the activation of programmed cell death by infection 10 . Mavirus protection of the C. roenbergensis population against CroV spread can also be regarded as a case of adaptive immunity, which involves immunological memory of past infections. In microbes' CRISPR-Cas-mediated adaptive immune system 11 , viral DNA sequences encountered during an attack are retained by cells and used to prevent subsequent attacks associated with the same or closely related DNA sequences. The twist involved when mavirus is the memory aid is that the infectious agent is remembered indirectly, by host integration of the virophage DNA sequences, which are expressed only during subsequent encounters with the giant virus.
As with CRISPR-Cas-mediated immunity, it is not clear how a host cell survives to retain immunological memory, given that infection by CroV is usually fatal, as Fischer and Hackl demonstrate. In the CRISPR-Cas system, immunological memory is thought to be formed when cells are infected with defective phage particles 12 , and such abortive infection might also occur in the CroV-mavirus system. Another possibility is that mavirus genome integration into the host genome can occur in the absence of CroV co-infection.
Many questions remain. Perhaps the most pressing one is: how general is this antiviral defence mechanism discovered by Fischer and Hackl? The genome of the unicellular green alga Bigelowiella natans contains numerous integrated virophage genomes 13 , and this possibly provides another example of a virophage-mediated host defence. The current observations might be only the tip of the iceberg.
The mavirus virophage belongs to a large class of Polinton-like viruses and mobile genetic elements that can integrate into the genomes of diverse organisms 8, 14 . Do someor even most -of this class that have not, so far, been observed to produce virus particles provide defence against viral infections? The integration of viral DNA sequences, known as endogenous viral elements, is a common outcome when viruses with RNA or DNA genomes infect cells 15 . Were these endogenous viral elements obtained fortuitously as a result of aberrant genome integration, or might they have been retained by a host to provide immunological memory? The experiments needed to address these intriguing questions have not yet begun in earnest.
The relationship between C. roenbergensis, CroV and mavirus highlights two fundamental biological principles: the pervasiveness of parasites that have evolved to target almost all replicating biological entities, and the use of altruistic modes of protection that are probably intrinsic to cellular life. There is still much to learn about the mechanisms of attack and defence that operate in these fascinating and complex struggles for survival. 
ASTROPHYSICS

Elemental abundances across cosmic time
The chemical composition of a massive galaxy in the early Universe reveals an extremely short period of star formation. This result could challenge our ideas about the evolution of galaxies and of the Universe itself. See Letter p.248 C H I A K I KO B AYA S H I S tars are fossils that retain the history of their host galaxies. At the end of their lives, they explode as supernovae, producing heavy elements that are distributed into the surrounding interstellar gas. New stars that are created from this gas contain the elements that were produced from the previous generations of stars. By analysing the abundance patterns of the elements, it is therefore possible to determine how many and what kind of supernovae exploded in the past. On page 248, Kriek et al. 1 estimate elemental abundances of a massive galaxy, as seen 11 billion years ago, which suggest that this galaxy formed by a short and intense burst of star formation and then suddenly 'died' without producing more stars. The authors' findings could reshape our theories of galaxy formation 2 . Explaining the origin of the elements is one of the scientific triumphs at the interface of nuclear physics and astrophysics. As the astronomer Fred Hoyle predicted 3 , carbon and heavier elements were not produced during the Big Bang, but are instead created inside stars. The α-elements -oxygen, magnesium, silicon, sulfur and calcium -are produced by massive stars (those approximately ten times more massive than the Sun) before being ejected in supernovae. Conversely, iron (Fe) is mainly produced by a different type of stellar explosion called a type Ia supernova. Theoretical models can successfully reproduce the observed abundances of these elements in nearby stars of the Milky Way 4 .
Elements heavier than zinc can form by neutron-capture processes in stars, or by other exotic astronomical events 5 . This knowledge of nuclear astrophysics has been used to determine the formation and evolutionary histories of nearby (low redshift) galaxies, using an approach called galactic archaeology. Kriek and colleagues show that this approach can also be applied to distant (high redshift) galaxies. The authors study a massive galaxy that has a relatively large redshift of 2.1 and find a surprisingly high ratio of α-elements to Fe. This result suggests that the galaxy had an intense period of star formation that lasted for only between 0.1 billion and 0.5 billion years (approximately 10% of the age of the Universe at that time) before type Ia supernovae began to occur.
The nature of the physical mechanism that causes such quenching of star formation has been one of the big questions in astronomy for more than 20 years. One suggested mechanism is feedback from the supermassive black holes at the centres of massive galaxies (Fig. 1) -observed as active galactic nuclei (AGN). AGN-driven winds would have removed the surrounding interstellar gas, preventing new stars from forming. However, the high α/Fe ratio in massive galaxies has not yet been fully explained by numerical simulations of galaxies that include this feedback mechanism 6 . Kriek and collaborators' results make the situation even more complicated. Their galaxy is observed as it was when the Universe was only 3 billion years old. At this time, black holes might not have been large enough to produce sufficient feedback to prevent star
